The article examines the specific cultural discourse in the Russian poetry -the phenomenon of the contemporary cultural repertoire of Georgia. The analysis is carried out on the material of the study of the two dominant conceptosphere-concepts of "Russia" and "Tbilisi".
contemporary Georgia, where a cultural notion is recorded. The cultural notion should be called a contemporary Tbilisi literature in the Russian language, because Tbilisi has become a center of its localization (Megrelishvili, 2010; , though the process of creativity in Russian language is not something fundamentally new for the cultural repertoire of Georgia.
The history of literature in the Russian language in Georgia goes back to the 19 th century and includes different periods of stages of establishment and development.
At its origins the names of the classics of Georgian literature are highlighted in their artistic legacy one may find not only touches of the Russian language (Modebadze, 2007: 508-516 ), but also sketches, essays and even poems written in Russian. By the early 20 th century, the social and cultural situation changed, and due to the extra literary factors during the period 1919-1921 Tbilisi 2 becomes a center of establishment of the literature in the Russian language of Georgia . Representatives of multi-ethnic population of the city start to be the authors of "a creative product" in Russian language. At the beginning of the last century more than 70 print publications were published in Russian language in Tbilisi, several literary societies worked, including "41 0 " «41 0 » (K. Zdanevich, A. Kruchenih and etc.), such poets as I. Terentiev, S. Rafalovich, A. Chachikov (Chachikashvili ), and a prose writer A. Antonovskaya and etc. created their works ). These cultural figures had different life stories, but it is with their names the start of the full-scale development process of original Tbilisi Russian-speaking poets and prose writers creative work is connected. In the soviet period the authors that were writing in the Russian language were united by a Russian-speaking subdivision of the Union of Writers' of Georgia.
As we see during 19 th -20 th centuries the cultural repertoire of Georgia is characterized by, a presence of texts in Russian language in the corpus of classic Georgian literature, and by appearance of the Russian-speaking authors themselves. This process was highly developing during 20 th century. That is why the situation that was formed after 1990 does not seem to be strange.
In the fall of 1991 in Tbilisi, in the midst of turbulent political processes in the city center, in the former Noble Assembly began to gather young people involved in literary practice in Russian. Soon the efforts of Professor of Tbilisi University poet K.S. Gerasimov formed a youth poetic studio "Inhabited Island". At the same time in the building of the museum S.A. Smirnova-Rosset the same professor Gerasimov created a union of writers named "Arion" . With these two groups began the modern Russian-language literature of Georgia.
The studio "Inhabited Island" was perceived by all participants through a romantic prism of the old analogue -"a workshop of poets" of N. Gumilev, and the atmosphere of the revolutionary Tbilisi contributed to the formation of a direct analogy with the context of the Silver Age in the minds of all participants in the studio.
A heady sense of freedom added new emotions: a freedom of creative experimentation, creative endeavors and bold judgments.
All members of both associations sharply criticized the socialist realism due to the illusion of "final truth", hypersociality, lack of freedom of the language plane, and in opposition to all this proclaimed an exciting game with hyperphenomena formed in their minds on the basis of modernism, which was a hobby for everyone at that time (Georgian, Russian, French modernism), the new colorful elements of revolutionary reality, in the course of the "game" exposed simulacra of the totalitarian ideology, its semantic void. The studio immediately stood out bright young talents, and for some time its image became associated with the names of young poets E. Kvirkeliia, D. Gagua, K. Kiknadze N. Gvelesiani, S. Armenian, who were students of a philological department of TSU named after Javakhishvili. However, due to a number of extra-literature reasons some Individualism was condemned as a grave sin.
Public was put above personal. The texts of the authors of the Russian-language poetry of Tbilisi reveal a tendency to rehabilitate the rights of the individual to individual life (Megrelishvili 2011, 132) . In this sense, the poem of V. Sarishvili "Warlord and Butterflies" is significant (Sarishvili, 2011, 78) . Written in easy language, comic in its tone poem, built on the antithesis of The theme of the city is present in the works of a young poet Dmitry Moniava. It is significant in this regard the poem "Grabiura" (Engraving) (Moniava 1998, 12) . It is very difficult for its Symbolically handed the then realities of city life: no electricity for weeks, became an attribute of not romantic, but necessity candles, kerosene lamps ("extinguished candle", "and only <...> torches"); broken roads ("Only the abyss"); general chaos of life ("and smallpox, and plague") -in short, new Middle Ages. Today, everyday aspects of life have changed, but the memory of that time remained. It would not be a mistake to regard the text as an attempt to capture Moniava`s certain stage of the new mythology of the city, which was formed at the turn of the 21 st century in the minds of the citizens, who were exhausted with permanent inconveniences. We would like to note that for many of the authors Tbilisi is a city-myth, which was embodied in the mythology of the old, outgoing Tbilisi (P.Urushadze "city" (Urushadze 2011.31 
Concepts

Conclusion
It is obvious that the Russian-language poetry of Georgia has a long history, the formation of cultural discourse, developing in Georgia has a certain conceptual sphere, were concepts Russia and Tbilisi are dominant, along with other components. They form a particular axis in the space-time coordinates, the center of which is the author's identity. On this basis, it is possible to suggest that the place of cultural identity can be determined in the context of Russian literature, more precisely, within its "Caucasus text" and part of the cultural discourse of modern Georgia.
Regardless of this, the perception of the creative product of Russian-speaking poetry of Georgia should be studied as a phenomenon in which a particular worldview of modern man found its literary expression. These peculiarities are the following:
• social trauma and sense of epistemological uncertainty;
• debunking of simulacrum of the past;
• appeal to the metaphysical reality;
• crisis meta-stories in the author's consciousness;
• carnival character of modern author`s reality;
• play with the characters of a bygone culture of modernity (Petersburg text and its interpretation in Russian literature of Georgia). 1 A reference book, published by S.I. Chuprinin is devoted to the literature in the Russian language as a part of the contem-A reference book, published by S.I. Chuprinin is devoted to the literature in the Russian language as a part of the contemporary literary process (Chuprinin S.I. Foreign contries: Russian Literature Today: [dictionary]. -М.: Vremia, 2008.782p.). In particular it contains a number of names of the representatives of literary circles of Tbilisi. 2 In the given period the city had a name Tiflis. 3 It is, for example, about the processes of creativity in Russian observed in present-day Ukraine, Belarus, Estonia, Arme-It is, for example, about the processes of creativity in Russian observed in present-day Ukraine, Belarus, Estonia, Armenia, etc. 4 The term concept is seen in various areas of knowledge. Studying the concept within linguistic concept studies, research-The term concept is seen in various areas of knowledge. Studying the concept within linguistic concept studies, researchers define it as "a unit of the collective knowledge / awareness, having a linguistic expression and marked with ethnic and cultural characteristics" (Vorkachev 2002) . The concept of cultural linguistics is understood as a phenomenon that encompasses comprehension of the world and experience of the individual person and the deep flow of knowledge and ideas about the reality of its specific phenomenon, which was gained by society. Yu.S. Stepanov defines the concept as follows: "... it is like a clot of culture in the human mind; it is a culture that is part of the mental world of man" (Stepanov, 2007, 53) . The concept of mentality is usually correlated with the collective representations; most people, a nation, a society a certain period (the mentality of Russian, French, and so on. e.g. the mentality of the Soviet people, the mentality of the peasantry, and so on.). The mentality is often contrasted with the rational thinking activity, ideology as "unreflected sphere, spontaneously evolving thought, not separated from the emotions, habits, techniques of consciousness" (Bolshakov 2004, 251) . However, most likely, it includes both components. Mentality, manifesting itself in the sphere of thought, also affects the behavior of the people and, as noted by E. Faryno on "linguistic conceptualization" (Faryno, 2000, 234) .
